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CRUDE DYNAMICAL ATTEMPTS IN SUGAWARA' S TEEORY OF CURREJ.~~S -r . 

Arnulf Rabl 

La.wrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

March 18, 1969 

ABSTRACT 

As a first step towards solving Sugawara's 

theory of currents we explore the possibility tha.t 

certain spectral sums might be dominated by a single-

particle state, We sandwich the equations of 

motion for the currents between single-particle 

states and evaluate the bilinear current terms 

by inserting a complete set of intermediate states. 

By approximating the intermediate states by a 

single particle we can derive-nonlinear equations 

for the form factors. When we apply this method to 

the energy momentum tensor we find lower bounds for 

the particle masses in terms of their form factors. 
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I • INTRODUCTION 

llynamical current theories have recently attracted much 

attentioll, A particularly interesting and promising example has been 

1 proposed by R. Sugawara in which the only fundamental dynamical 

variable:; are the vector and axial-vector current octets satisfying the 

SU(3) x :;U(3) equal-time commutation rela.tions 

a b( [Va (:c), V y)] 
'\J [l rv 

a . b 
== [AO (x), A (y)] 

rv [l rv 

l'. fa b c V c ( x ) ~ ( x - y) 'C ~ ~ ), ~ ( ) 
[l rv U rv rv + 1 U a b U [lk uk U ~. - ;Z 

( lola) 

i f abc A c(x) o(x _ y) 
[l rv rv 'v 

, 

(l.lb) 

[A,a(x), A b(y)] 
1 rv -K rv 

a b 
[V, (x), A_ (y)] 

1 rv -l\. rv 
o 

(1.1c) 

Sugawara has shown that the energy momentum tensor 9 
[lV 

is determined 

almost uliquely by Lorentz invariance to be 

9 (x) 
[lV . 

(1. 2) 

where C is the constant appearing in the Schwinger term of Eq, (l.la). 

Repeated Lorentz or internal symmetry indices are to be summed over, 

throughout this paper, Using the explicit form of the Lorentz 
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generators P~ = ~d3x eO~ and the cOmIDutation relations (1.1), one 

can derive the equations of motion :for the currents 

0 V a(x) :.. 0 
~ v v 

1.· f abc 
= 2C 

d A a(x) 0 
~ v v 

~ f abc 
2C 

d. V a 
~ ~l 

V a(x) . 
~ 

= 

b [[V (x), 
~ 

A a(x) 
.~ 

b {[V (x), 
~ 

o = o~ A a 
~ 

, 

V c(x)J + [A b(x), 
v + ~ 

A c (x) J b + [A (x), 
v + ~ 

(1. 3a) 

AC(x)J} 
v + 

Vvc(x)J+} 

We do not concern ourselves very much with the symmetry breaking, for 

which several methods have been proposed. 2-5 Furthermore, in most of 

this paper we shall, for simplicity, restrict ourselves to the 

SU(2) version, i.e., weomit all axial currents and let the internal 

symmetry indices run from 1 to 3 only. 

Whereas several studies of the formal properties2- 9 and of a 

. 10-12 "few experlmental consequences of the theory have been conducted, 

no one has been able to solve it. Perturbation methods, for example, 

break down, as shown by Bardakci and Halpern. 3 In this paper we 

explore the simple (but probably unrealistic) possibility that certain 

spectral sums might be dominated by a single state, for instance one 

pion. This will alowus to derive approximate integral equations for 

the form factors. 

• 
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At the center of our investigation lie the equations of motion 

(1.3) which we sandwich between single-particle states, inserting a 

complete set of intermediate states in the bilinear current terms on 

the right-hand side. Since the matrix elements of currents can be 

eA~ressed in terms of form factors, we obtain an infinite set of 

coupled nonlinear integral equations for the form factors. As a first 

approximation towards solving these equations we keep only one single-

particle state on the right-hand side. We have, a priori, no idea 

about the validity of such an approximation, and can present only a 

weak plausibility argument why the single-particle term might dominate. 

For lack of any better technique we shall proceed to see how far this 

approximation will carry us. 

In the pion case we obtain one nonlinear integral equation which 

can be solved for the spacelike pion form factor in terms of the pion 

mass and the Schwinger constant C. Alternatively, if the form factor 

is known, one can interpret this equation as a sum rule whose experi-

mental success or failure tests the validity of our approximation. We 

have tried to solve the pion equation by iteration on a computer. It 

appears to be an eigenvalue problem, because the iteration algorithm 

converges to a not unreasonable solution if we choose C a factor 6 

too small, b\il.t not for the physical value of C "" 0.02 Be'; suggested 

b N . 12 Y USSl.nov. The failure to converge for the physical C may be due 

to the neglect of higher states. 

Although the situation for the pion does not look too bad, the 

corresponding approximation for the nucleon form factors (in Section III) 
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produces what is probably nonsense by yielding four independent equations 

for two form factors. The hope that somehow the inconsistencies cancel 

for the actual values of the form factors is thoroughly defeated when 

we insert the experimental numbers. In some of the equations we find 

negative quantities on one side and positive ones on the other, and 

not even a different choice of C could save the situation. 

In Section IV we derive sum rules from the energy momentum 

tensor 9 
iJ.V 

We obtain a lower bound for the vacuum expectat'ion value 

(0 I 9 .. 10) = A g in terms of C and the pion form factor, and. show 
iJ.V .. iJ.V 

that A would diverge if the p meson were stable. Finally we apply 

the one-particle approximation to 

find two equations; one is a rigorous inequality relating the form 

factor of the pion to its mass, whereas the other is an equation which 

cannot possibly be satisfied by the one-pion term alone. The correspond-
.1 

ing sum rule for the nucleon mass and nucleon form factors can be 

:". compared with experiment and is badly violated. This as well as the 

experience with the nucleon form factors in Section III indicates that 

.. the one-particle approximation is unsuitable, even as a first ansatz. 

i 
•. I 

¥' i 
i 
I 
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II. THE PION FORM FACTOR 

A. Derivation Of The Integral Equation 

Let us sandwich the equation of motion (1.3b) between pion 

states normalized according to 

(2.1) 

and insert a complete set of intermediate states 1 = ~ In)(nl 
n 

between the currents on the right-hand side. The relation 

(p' Iv(x) Ip) 

allows us to cancel the coordinate dependence on both sides of the 

equation, and we obtain13 

i ~,(n(p'.' i')lv aln(p, i) - i q (n(p', i' )Iv aln(p, i) 
,... v v I.l 

n 

, (2.2) 

wherewe have set q = p' - p and V = V(O). Graphically the situation 

can be represented by Fig. 1. The pion form factor F(t) is defined 

by 
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. ilai 
lE (pI + p) F(t) , 

v . 

with t 
. 2 (p I _ p) 

UCRL-:-18813 

It is pure isovector, since the expectation value of the hypercharge 

part of the electromagnetic current between pion states vanishes. The 

boundary condition is, of course, F(O) = 1, representing a unit 

electric charge. 

With the assumption that a single pion saturates the right-hand 

side of.Eq. (2.2) we find 

- p pI) F( t) 
!J. v 

1 J d3n . . -----:3=-- -2 [(pI + n) (n + p) 
4(2n) C nO !J. v 

2 (p I - n) and tl 
2 (n - p) (2.4) 

Let us note briefly that this approximation is gauge-invariant, because 

the contribution of each state on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.2) 

vanishes separately when multiplied by q!J. q v (by antisymmetry y. 

To evaluate Eq. (2.4) we choose the special frame in which 

p (m, 2) and q = (v, Q,~); as a consequence 

, i 
I 
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p' = (m + v, Q~) , v = -t/(2m) , 

2 
(n - p) = 2m(m - nO) (2·5) 

2 
(p' - n) = tl - 2vnO + 2nQ,z , 

where n now stands for the length of the three-vector 

I 11 2 .1 . 1\ A 

~1 = 2m [tl(tl - 4m )]2, and z = cos(n, q). We also see that 

F(tl ) and F(t2 ) are azimuthally symmetric. In this frame the index 

pair 11 = 0, v = 3 gives us the only nontrivial equation 

m !OOO n2
dn £1 F(t) 

1 
. dz(m - 1:. nz) F(tl ) F(t2 ) 

8(2n)2 
+ nO 

C nO .Q, 
-1 

(2.6) 

while all other index combinations yield only 0 = O. The most 

convenient mass units are those for which m = 0.5 or 

1 =·2m = 4m2 = = 0.28 BeV = 0.0783 BeV2 . Then the Schwinger 

constant is12 C = 0.02 Be~ = 0.25, and the integral equation reads 

F(t) 

1 

with t2 = t + tl - 2ttl + 2Qnz, Q, = [t( t - 1)]2 
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A priori we have no idea about the validity of our single-

particle approximation, and we can only give a 1tleak plausibility argu-
- i 

ment }-rhy the off-diagonal terms might be less important. The cha,rge 

J d3x vO
a (?5, t) is diagonal and hence the terms (n!voa(o)IJr(p)), 

(n I f pion, vlhich occur in the off-diagonal contributions, vanish at 

n == p (this is in the integration range), whereas 
rv~ """ 

(n(n)lvoa(o)lrr(p») == iE i 'ai(2rr)-3 (n+ p)O F[(n - p)2] does not. 

This might suppress the off-diagronal cont,ributions in the range vrhere 

they are presumably most important, i.e., at small momentum transfer. 

,Also, we may note that the "kernel" of the diagonal term in Eq. (2.7), 
1 

(1 - tl - [t/(t - l)]~ nz} is greater than 1 throughout the range of 

integration, whereas one can show that the corresponding off-diagonal 

terms will have kinematic zeroes and sign changes due to the difference 

in masses. 

B. Solution Of The Integral Equation 

In view of the uncertain basis of our approximation and for 

lack of sufficient understanding of nonlinear integral equations we 

do not delve into mathematical details or rigor. We restrict ourselves 

to a few simple observations and then try to obtain a numerical 

solution by iteration on a computer. 

First we can show, under reasonable continuity and convergence 

assumptions to allow interchange of limit and integration, that 

F(t) ~f (-t)-Y, as t ~-(X" (2.8) 

with f and Y some con,stants J 
f. i 

y> 3/2 to assure convergence. At 

t -7 - 00 Eq. (2.7) becomes 

., 

• 
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dtl F(tl ) 

and taking the limit inside the integral, 

n (1 
J~l 

, 
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1 __ l--,--C 1°. dtl F(tl ) n .. £1 
4(2:rr)2 

d (1 t ) 1 · . F
t 
t)) 

z - 1 - nz ~m F t 
t~ -00 

-00 -1 

In order for ,g(k) == lim F(tk)/F(t) to exist, ,g(k) must satisfy 

,g(kx) == (,g(k)]x, which has the solution ,g(k) == k-Y, and this in turn 

implies lim F(t) == f.C-trY. 

We might wonder about the uniqueness of the solution. Suppose 

F and G are two solutions of F == If dtl dz K F(tl ) F(t2 ) with 

the same boundary condition F(O) = 1 = G(O) . and differing infinitesi-

. mally, F( t) == G( t) + E( t ).; then one can easily show that E has to 

obey the homogeneous linear integral equation 

E == ~dtl ~dZ K[E(tl ) G(t2 ) + E(t2 ) G(t1 )] subject to E(O) = 0. 

,Setting E = maxldt)l, we find lEI ~ E jJdtl dzIKIIG(tl ) + G(t2 )1 . 

If G is small enough to render jJdtl dzIKIIG(tl) + G(t2)1 < 1, 

then we have 'I E(t) I < E, which is a contradiction. Hence E == 0, 

and the solution is, if not unique, at least discrete. 
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Of physical interest is the analyticity of F. At first 

glance one might expect square root branch points at t = 0 and at 

t = 1 = 4m2 . The exact form factor should, of course, be analytic in 
. 2 

the cut t plane, with a cut from 4m to +00. A careful evaluation of 

the limits t -? 0 and t -? 1 in Eq. (2.7) shows, however, that these 

square root singularities cancel and that a solution which is analytic 

at t = 0 and t = 1 is consistent. To see how this comes about, 

consider the point t = 1 and let t = 1 + ~ + iE, ~ and E small 

and real and ~ = ~ + iE. Then 

F(l + ~ + iE) dz 

] 1 

'/. F[l - tl + 2nz(s}~q[1 - tl - nz/(s)2] 

If we assume that F(t2 ) can be expanded about t2 = 1, 

1 1 

F(t2 ) = F[l - tl + 2nz(~)2l=F(1 - t l ) +2nz(S)2F ' (1 - t l ) + .•. 

then all odd powers of 

odd n, and we obtain 

F(l + 'il + iE) 

cancel because .1 1 

-1 
o for 

, 

• 
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On the other hand the assumption of a cut from t = 4m2 to + co also 

seems to be consistent, since Eq. (2.9) WO'l.tld be linear in the discon-

tinuity across the cut. However, the equation by itself does not seem 

to possess a driving mechanism to produce such a cut. 

We have written an iterative computer program which calculates 

F(n+l) =' jjF(n) F(n) 

step by dividing F(n) 

formula F(O)(t) = (t 

and renormalizes to F(n+l)(O) = 1 after each 

by [F(n+l)(O)Jt. We started from a dipole 

)
-2 1 and found the algorithm to coriverge to 

:within li after five or six iterations. However, whether the function 

thus obtained is a solution turns out to depend on C. For 'the physicall~ 

value 2 C = 0.02 BeV , F(n+l)(O) converges to 0.25 inste~d of 1. 

the other hand, by choosing C by a factor 1/6 too small, we were 

able to obtain a solution (it is similar to the input (t - 1)-2 but 

larger and decreasing more slowly at infinity). This eA~erience 

suggests that Eq. (2.7) may present an eigenvalue problem with C: as 

On 

the eigenvalue. The failure to converge for the physical value of the 

Schwinger constant could of course be due to our neglect of the off-

diagonal terms in Eq. (2.2). 

The alternative interpretation of Eq. (2.7) would be to insert 

the experimental data for the pion form factor and see to what extent 

the one-pion term saturates it. Unfortunately the slow convergence 

of Eq. (2.7), coupled w~th the lack of experimental information at 

large Itl, precludes such an approach for the pion. 14 
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III. THE NUCLEON FORM FACTORS 

For the nucleon we take Eq. (2.2) with nucleons instead of 

pions, keeping only the one-nucleon state on the right-hand side. We 

introduce the form fa.ctor combinations which turn out to be most 

. t h f· -_ F
2

I =1 d F 1=1 2MF 1=1 . th t d d convenlen ere, an g = 1 + 2 ' Vla . e s ·an ar 

definition 

(2n)-3 u(p', s' )[y g(t) - (p' + p) f(t)J u(p, s) 
IJ. IJ. 

with t 2 (p' - p) . We find 

u'[(qy -
v jJ. 

1 

2(2n)3 

q y )g + 2(q p - q p )fJu 
~ V IJ. v v IJ. 

!OOO n2
dn Ll f2>l 

dz d¢ 
C nO 

0 

[YlJ.g2 - (p' + n)1J. f 2J(y{ + M)[Yvgl - (n + p)v flJ}u , 

(3. 2 ) 

where we have used the obvious abbreviations u = u(p, s), f = f(t), 

fl = f(t l ), f2 = f(t 2 ), etc. To evaluateEq. (3.2) we choose the same 

. frame and the same notation as in the pion problem (see Eq. 2.5). 

After a great deal of tedious algebra we find four independent nontrivial 

equat.ions (in contrast to the pion case., which gave us only one): 

• 

• 
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(b) for ~ = 0, v = 1,2, 

+ ~t(t + t1' - l)nzJ +-fJ f g [(1 - t )2 - n
2 

(1 - z2) + S(t - l)nz] 12' 1 2 t 1 

(c) for ~ = 3, v = 1,2, 

• 
, (d) for ~ = 1, v = 2, 

., 
o = II glg2(t1 - ~ nz) + If g1 f 2 [~2 (1 - z2)J 

+ If f 1g2 [~2(1 - ill 
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We have employed the natural mass units 1 

and Jf stands for 

2M = 1.88 BeV 3.53 Be~, 

n jldZ 
-1 

We would have liked two equations for the two form factors, 

but found, alas, four inconsistent ones. To see to what extent the 

physical form factors satisfy these equations we have inserted the 

famous dipole fit14 

The G's are related to the F's by 

GM Fl + 2M F2, and the I .... spin decomposition is 

FP FI=O + F1=1 

and 

We have taken the liberty of neglecting G
n 

E 
altogether, which is 

justifiable in view of its smallness compared with the experimental 

uncertainties in We have evaluated Eqs. (3.3) for several values 

of t 2 from Oto -lOBeV and found that the one-nucleon term, although 

generally Of the right order of magnitude, fails to saturate the 

equations; in some cases even the sign comes out wrong. 

• 
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IV. SUM RULES FROM g 
IJ.V 

A. The i Vacuum Expectation Value 

By Lorentz invariance the energy momentum tensor has the 

vacuum expectation value 

For IJ. v 

(019 10) 
!-Lv 

. 1. 13 lmp les 

g(olv a V alo) Coo = 
2 
C 

n 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

Noting the positive definiteness of all contributions, we obtain a 

lower bound by keeping only the two-pion state, the lowest lying state 

allowed by the positive G parity of the vector current. (For 

simplicity we consider only the SU(2) part of the theory.) We can 

relate this expression to an integral over the timelike region of the 

pion form factor when we realize that 

. cab 
~ (-p' + p) F(t) with t 
(211)3 IJ. 

2 (p' + p) . 

After some algebra and trivial angular integration we find 
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6 i
OO 

p,2dP ' r 2 d L1 A => A2rr 
(2rr)4 

.~ dz 
C p' Po 

0 

21 2 .'f. (PO - PO) F(t) 1 , (4·3) 

with t - 2(m
2 + p p' - pp' z) 

o 0 
and z = cos(p, p' ) 

Power counting suggests that F(t) has to decrease faster than 

t -a with a > 3/2 as t -? + 00 in order for this integral' to converge. 

However, a finite lower bound for A may not be very meanirigful, since 

A is likely to be infinite. For in the chiral version of the theory 

the single pion state contributes 

A rr 
cc 

F 2 
rr 
C 

which diverges if the pion decay constant, defined by 

(OIA alrrb(p)) = F P 5 b ' does not vanish. A nonzero F requires, 
. [l :n: jJ. a rr 

of course, some symmetry breaking to make d[l A t 0. 8 ,15 A similar 
[l 

argument shows that a stable rho-meson would give a divergent 

contribution to A. 

B. Sum Rule For The Pion Mass 

In this section we use the fact that 

(4.4) 

o 

• 
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if we normalize according to Eq. (2.1). Strictly speaking this rela-

tion holds for the truncated tensor e = e -!I.g The vacuum 
~v ~v ~v 

expectation contribution to the pion mass, Ag~v 2POC).(;Q - ~), is 

singular but spurious; it is precisely the contribution of the 

disconnected diagrams in the sum over intermediate states 

L (n:(p)!V !n)(n!V !rr(p)). Hence we hope that we may forget about the 
!J. , v 

subtraction of the vacuum expectation value if we consistently neglect 

a.ll disconnected diagrams. 13 

find 

As before we work in the pion rest frame. For ~ 

1 
2C 

v o we 

(4·5) 

the index 1 being summed with Euclidean metric. Since each state 

contributes a positive definitive amount we obtain- a. rigorous inequality 

for the pion mass, 

2 
m ? 1 with 

(4.6) 

in terms of thespacelike pion form factor. Unfortunately the integral 

converges slowly, and for lack of experimental data at large -t this 

relation is not very useful. It does, however, l-lrovide us with a new 

power bound, -2 
t , for the form factor at infinity, if the integral is 

to converge. This bound is stronger than the exponent -3/2 found in 

Section II. The difference is due to the symmetry in the Lorentz 
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indices of 9 coht!'asted with th~ antisymmetry in the equation of motion. 
~v 

Equation (4.4) implies some more relations. For ~ == 0, v == n, 

and ~ == m 1= n == v, we get only 0 == 0, but for ~ == v = m we find· 

As the pion term is strictly ,greater than zero, this relation cannot 

possibly be satisfied by the pion alone. (The alternative F(t) ~ 0 

would contradict the boundary condition F(O) = 1 required by the fact 

that the pion has I-spin = 1.) 

C. Sum Rule For The Nucleon Mass 

Let us repeat the steps of Section IVB with the nucleon ivhich 

t · f' 16 sa 1.S 1.es ') 

(N(P, s)19 IN'(p, s» 
~v 

== , (4.8) 

the di'fference from Eq. (4.4) being due to the different normalization 

for fermions (N(p', s' )IN(p, 's» 
-1 . 

== M PO o(~' - ~) os's' We find 

the lower bound for the nucleon mass17 

1
00 2 

M ~ 3 dn n 
'? 2 n 

2(2n) COO 

\J.. 

(, 
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The convergence requirement that g be bounded by t-3/ 2 and f by 

.' . t-S/2 1/2 is satisfied by the dipole form factors by an extra t .' thus 

assuring convergence of Eq. (4.9) like Jdt t-
2
.We have .integrated 

Eq. (4.9) with the dipole fit,14 and the result, which should be good to 

about 10%, disagrees strongly: the lower bound turns out to be 1. 7 

times as great as the nucleon mass itself. 17 Alternatively, to satisfy 

Eq. (4.9) C would have to be very much larger than 

12 we have used. 

2 0.02 BeV , which 

The symmetry breaking of Bardakci, Frishman, and Halpern. 

(Ref. 2) might conceivably offer a way out of this dilemma. They add 

(in their Eq. 4.3) to G 
f-LV 

a term 

where the 

quantity 

Now the 

term produces PCAC as in the cr model. Since the 

122 + 4' f m is a c number it could be omitted. 
1l 1[ 

2 -f m cr term, evaluated between nucleon states, might be 
11 Jf 

negative enough to yield a reasonable lower bound for the nucleon 

mass when added to the right-hand side of Eq. (4.9). 
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v. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we tested the one-particle approximation as a 

first step towards solving Sugawara's theory. The most straightforward 

result, a nonlinear integral equation for the pion form factor, does 

not appear to have a solution for tne physical value of the Schwinger 

constant. The other equations, derived by keeping only single particle 

states, fare even worse: they are inconsistent with each other. All 

this indicates that the contributions of the higher-mass states are 

essential, even for the first ansatz.The algebraic complications due 

to the spin of these higher states would be prohibitive. 

An interesting consequence of the sum rule (4.6) for the pion 

mass is the fact that m 
'r( 

2 is strictly greater than zero. Since the 

inequality (4.6) holds in the chiral symmetric theory as well, this· 

shows that the pion cannot be a Goldstone boson. 

That the pion cannot be a Goldstone boson in this theory has 

already been shown by Dashen and Frishman. 15 This of course leads to 

great difficulties in explaining PCAC and hadronic mass spectra, 

putting the entire burden for these phenomena on the syIDmetry-breaking 

dynamics. Such is not impossible,18 of course, but would lose the 

elegance of the Goldstone approach. 19 On the other hand, it does have 

the ring of the "old fashioned"bootstrap idea, in which the pion mass 

sets the scale for the strong interactions and has no zero mass limit, 

PCAC arising dynamically in a way related to the smallness of the pion 

mass. 

i 

~ 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. The equation of motion for the currents, when inserted between 

single-particle states, becomes a relation between form factors. 
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